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rently is in preparation, reportedly stresses the need for a strong scientific base for FDA. 
Young, who was sworn in last August, has said he hopes to put the agency's scientific base . , ·!,('1,:' ... ~r 
on a par with that of the National Institute~ of Health ("The Gray Sheet" Sept. 24, p. 7). ' ,:i 

_" .', ' 1 • . ·: ' ' • '. ·, :'.' . '., ', • . ,,1,, 

Areas Schneider and his staff plan to.study include comput~~ized and:software-. 
driven medical devices, materials sciences, and the biological effects of radio
frequency and ultrasound imaging. ' ·,:::;5··,:, · • • · · · · . 
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-~ ., In a Nov. 14 letter to Y9ung discussing the new post, device center Director John Villforth 
said that the science policy asso~iate director "would be the principal science advisor for 
the center and be responsible for such areas as new technology assessment, science policy 
development, science problem analysis, 'brainstorming,' science planning, and a centerwide 
research plan." ....... ,.,,.,,,.,.,_,., ..... · .... , ,, ..•. ,.,,,·.,, ... , .... , .. , .;,., .. , ... •, . . .. . ... ·" .. ,.,,. "· .......... . 1, •. •• , •• ···~ • 

··villforth stressed that the new position "would not compete with our existing Office of Science 
. and Technology,· which will be responsible for doing the research: and testing necessary to 
. support our device and radiological health activities." [Emphasis Villforth's.] 

. . ' . . . 

· : The position will utilize both a small permanent staff and staff from.other center divisions 
who will serve on a "short-term basis," a center official said. Funding for the office will 
come from the center's'1'$42 mil. fiscal ye~r 1985 headquarters budget. · 

~ ; ,,.. • ' . • ' *, ,t· • ·. 

Villforth noted in his letter to Young that Schneider has served as the center's "science con
science," and his contacts with scientific, professionai and governmental organizations out
side FDA will prove valuable in the new post. A center official said that, for ':~xample, 
Schneider's office may work with the Department of Defense ~and the National Aeronautics 

· and Space Administration to learn more about developing quality assurance standards for 
microprocessor and software equipment. 
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2sOUND". RISK ASSESSMENT RESEARCH BASE URGED BY FDA Commissioner Young in a speech to the In-
,·,. · · · . ternational Life Science Institute annual 

. _ board meeting in Washington, D.C. Nov. 14. FDA is hampered in its attempts at estimating health hazards .. //, , 
by gaps in scientific kn9wledge, Young pointed out.~~'Theonly·way out of this dilemma, as I see it, is to·"-·'· 
develop the sound science that alone can provide the basis for meaningful risk assessment,'' he said. ''This, 

... · ..... 

as I see it, is where the International Life Sciences Institute comes in." 
~., .... - ~ , .. •. 

'/With your.framework of expert an.d technical committees already in place~ and with the 
. prospect of the continuing support of;your members - your institute has.the means to help 
fill in this data gap,'' Young stated. "I urge your association to fund the good research that 
is so essential,'' he added. !LSI is a scientific research foundation concerned with health 
and food safety issues, based in Washington, D.C. 

"We have progressed to the point where we may all be able to identify hazards more or less 
objectively,'' the FDA commissioner noted. "But when it comes to estimating or evaluating 
those hazards, two things sometimes hai,~en: we realize·we don't have the data upon which 
to base a risk assessment, or we short-circuit the process by jumping ahead to policy and 
risk management considerations." Additionally, he said, "We are not always as careful as 

· we might be in defining ou~ assumptions." 

• Young assured the association that FDA wants "to cooperate with you in this impor
tant work ... We've met frequently with you in the past, and we'd like our valued interac
tions to continue. This makes· not only good sense in terms of generating sound scientific 
data - it makes good economic ~ense · as well." . , ,- · 
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,i'i ! In conclusion, Young pointed out that '''with a strong scie'ntific base, we can begin to'attai~ .;. :~-·- ;-~ 
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· ,· 'the benefits of risk assessment. While "it may not be realistic to expect consistency jn all ~-·',::_-., ... : ... ~o';,\~/· 
' · , aspects of risk assessment across the broad range of substances that are regulated by various · - . 

: federal agencies'; .. if we· can at least agree on the science, managing a risk and setting a policy · : ;. ·. 

· based upon that risk will become immensely-easier tasks," he said. · ,,- ·:, .. ·, · · ·.,' ; ·"· ,.,., 
. ,~ : .: ' 

FDA "MORE WORRIED" ABOUT DEVICE APPROVAL PROCESS THAN DRUG COUNTERPART, FDA Commis-

.. , • . • .. • •. . ~ • <' ;• ·_ · - , .·· • •. • • · · sioner Frank · ~- .. 

Young said during a'pr~;ss briefing No~ :'21 iri Rockville, Ma~yland. Young currently is in the process of.:-;~:. ";'.t 
formulating an "action plan" for the _agency designed to respond to Secretary Heckler's mandate to the' ..,t · ·•:.1 

new commissioner to ·take FDA into.the 21st century ("Tlile Gray Sheet" Sept. 24, p.:.7) .. "You will see ··." \ ·7i·\ 

in the action plan when we come forward that we have identified devices and dr~gs as the two areas we ... /. ·•, 

are going to look at in product approval," he said. "In fact, I'm more worried personally, and I think , ,. .... 

the agency is more worried, about device _approvals than they ~re about drug approvals."·.· ' ·:·-: ' .'., .:{' 
;:'· .. ·.· .. ,, . ·<.·' .· :··::{;-1·.:~l:i:· ' ... · .;' . ; ·.. . _'. '.•_ .' .,_,·. . . ,,; ,,1 

Y ming suggested that FDA may have erred in treating device firms as though they were drug· 

firms. The agency has been dealing with drug approvals for "quite some time," he said, · 

in an industry primarily dominated by large, established firms. "With devices ... that's not 

. the case," Young acknowledged. "Over half the companies have less than 100 employees." 

· FDA may need to refine its regulatory 'approach to the device and diagnostics industry, to 

take into account that ''we are dealing with a technology that is more innovative, and a group 

of people not quite as knowledgeable about FDA and FDA regulations" as pharmaceutical 
manufacturers, he said. · · \. · .. _ .. ~ ......... . 
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Young also expressed concern over the r~le of agency advisory com~ittee~. 

Asked .whether he agreed that FDA's radiology advisory panel has more or 

less "rubber stamped" magnetic resonance imaging device applications in the 

past, Young said that the agency will "look at the entire scientific advisory . 

panel organization, both in drugs and devices." 
t. ,iJ • ,r7, 
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Inrespondi~g, Young referenced his own personal experience with MRI devices, noting that 

prior to his departure from the University of Rochester, he spent six months on a project , . ,,_ 

"to evaluate bringing an MRI" device to the university. "I can tell you that looking at that 

[kind of product information] is no casual amount of effort - read the application on the 

plane, ask a few questions and vote,,,. he stated. · 

. . 
In rapidly changing technological areas such as MRI, Young continued, FDA must ''be able 

,' 
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to get the best scientific, medical input in the nation in our advisory committees, and then 

have that come forward in a fashion that uses some degree of standardization" in consider

ing each premarket approval application, he said. 

,· .11t:-; 

In addition to strengthening the advisory committee structure, the agency also is looking 

to increase its interaction with health professionals, Young said, particularly in the area of 

product surveillance. One possibility includes obtaining space on a regular basis in profes

sional journals such as the Journa,I of-the American Afedica/ Association, for notices similar 

to that publication's weekly morbidity and mortality column, he said. 

Once FDA finishes assembling its "action plan," those recommendations will be reviewed 

by the department. About.half of the suggestions involve internal management changes which 

.already are being implemented, he said. The remainder should be underway "by early January." 
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